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Aftermath

THE “CASTRO PROBLEM” had been played down for the duration of the crisis in order to
focus on the “missile problem.” As the missiles began to leave, the Castro problem
was highlighted once more. By the time of the crisis over 150,000 Cubans had
entered the United States as refugees. Out of this ferociously anti-Castro
community came demands for action, and militants determined to act themselves.
Meanwhile conservative critics, including members of the Joint Chiefs, saw
Castro’s survival as evidence of a severe failure of nerve on Kennedy’s part. With
Senator Keating claiming that U.S. intelligence was being hoodwinked once
again, talk of missiles being stored in caves, and agents’ reports insisting that
Soviet weapons were here, there, and everywhere, there was a frenzy of demands
for further action.

Invasion was not really the issue. At the end of February only 20 percent of
Americans supported this, down from 24 percent just before the crisis.
Nevertheless, almost 60 percent still considered Cuba to be a threat to world
peace. By the end of March the president’s approval rating had dropped from 76
percent to 66 percent, and the situation in Cuba was mentioned as one of the
primary reasons for this. Influencing these poll ratings, which showed a two-to-
one margin for a full blockade against Cuba, was the continuing presence of

Russian forces in Cuba rather than the menace of Castro.1

Kennedy had no intention of invading Cuba, but the “ultimate objective” of
the United States with respect to Cuba remained “the overthrow of the Castro
regime and its replacement by one sharing the aims of the Free World.” In
December 1962 Kennedy even pledged his determination to see Cuba rid of Castro
to forty thousand cheering Cuban exiles gathered in Miami’s Orange Bowl.
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Foreign policy advisers warned against appearing to be preparing another
invasion, yet Robert’s advice was that John could not be seen as turning his back
on these people once again. The options of tightening the economic screws or of
covert operations appeared attractive less as means to the stated end than as a

way of heading off pressure for military action.2

Khrushchev’s reluctance to move all troops out of Cuba, understandable in
terms of his need to reassure Castro that he still cared for the island’s defense, was
having the effect of freezing the Cuba issue in superpower politics. Khrushchev
presented the no-invasion pledge to his doubting comrades as his great
achievement. If he had seen some of the more confidential internal memoranda
circulating within the U.S. government, he might have been forgiven an anxiety
attack. These documents betrayed scant evidence of any change either in
American objectives toward Cuba or in the methods the Americans were prepared
to contemplate to achieve them. Kennedy felt free to take action short of invasion
and to “preserve our right to invade Cuba in the event of civil war, if there were
guerrilla activities in other Latin American countries or if offensive weapons were

re-introduced into Cuba.”3

Did this mean that Kennedy intended to renege on his pledge? He had never
intended to invade Cuba without a pretext, and then, having been handed the
perfect pretext, he had shied away. Even as the preparations for invasion
progressed, Kennedy shrank from its implications and kept the focus on the
offensive missile base rather than an objectionable regime. In this he assumed that
this focus also reflected Khrushchev’s priorities, that the defense of Cuba was a
secondary Soviet motive. The fact that in the end Kennedy did not really think
that he was making a big concession on the basis of a no-invasion pledge indicates
just how low-grade an option this was.

Mongoose had pointed to a different sort of scenario, a Cuban civil war, in
which the United States would come under pressure to intervene. The issue of
whether it would had been was left unresolved. In the aftermath of the missile
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crisis there was some thought that this scenario might materialize. The strains
experienced by Cuba might cause it to erupt in some way; Rusk apparently
observed that he did not expect Castro to last another couple of months. In
February there were reports of a planned uprising, though an INR assessment
noted that resistance groups appeared even less coordinated and capable of
instigating revolt than before. Military leaders appeared satisfied with Castro.
There was some concern that reports of uprisings were part of a trap to get
resistance groups into a position where they might expose themselves. Kennedy
discussed the continuing refinement of invasion plans by the Joint Chiefs and
“expressed particular interest in the possibility of getting some troops quickly into
Cuba in the event of a general uprising.” Yet he was offered little hope of a
speedy response; only the airborne troops could arrive with little delay, and it

would take a week before the first marines could land.4

Mongoose itself had ended in a shambles midway through the missile crisis, as
lines of command got confused. At the start of the crisis Robert Kennedy had
demanded more action, and this had led William Harvey to decide to send
commando teams by submarine to Cuba. Lansdale had not been informed, and the
attorney general was appalled by the idea. The project was suspended on 26
October, and at the end of the month ExComm canceled all “sabotage or militant

operations during negotiations with the Soviets.”5 Harvey did not help his cause
by telling Robert that the crisis was his fault. At the start of 1963 Bundy observed
that “there is well nigh universal agreement that Mongoose is at a dead end.” The
office was to be disbanded and covert operations handled in the normal way
through the Special Group. Bundy added: “The covert aspects of our Cuba

enterprise are not the most important ones, at present.”6

While the experience of October had persuaded Kennedy that an invasion of
Cuba was a bad idea, it had left him pondering the island’s vulnerability and
whether this provided any leverage over Khrushchev. During the crisis Kennedy
was impressed by the fact that nothing remarkable happened in Berlin. A
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blockade against one did not lead automatically to a blockade against another.
While he still never doubted that drastic action against Cuba would bring reprisals
against Berlin, he now saw a reverse linkage at work. Just as Berlin was being
held hostage by Khrushchev, Kennedy was also holding Cuba hostage. He
explained this view of the linkage to Macmillan: “He has Cuba in his hands, but he
doesn’t have Berlin. If he takes Berlin, then we will take Cuba.”

Suddenly both these territories had become interchangeable pieces in a
superpower game. This idea lingered after the crisis. “The time will probably
come,” he told the NSC on 22 January, “when we have to act again on Cuba. Cuba
might be our response in some future situation—the same way the Russians have
used Berlin. We may decide that Cuba might be a more satisfactory response than
a nuclear response.” (Despite complaints from Strategic Air Command, Cuba was
not included as a “bloc satellite” in plans for nuclear war.) Later, in April, when
he was becoming exasperated again about the failure of the Russians to live up to
their obligations in Laos, he mused about the possibility of upping the ante on
Cuba, observing that “we could hardly continue to carry out a mild policy in Cuba
at the time the Communists are carrying out an aggressive policy in Laos.” His
idea for making this point, however, did not extend beyond approving more U-2

flights.7

Yet these different conflicts had their own dynamics, and it was always
unlikely that moves in one could be coordinated successfully with moves on
another. This had been Khrushchev’s own experience over Cuba when he found it
prudent to leave Berlin alone. It therefore seems that Kennedy was maintaining
his military options for no better reason than his preference for never closing any
options off, just in case circumstances changed.

ENDS AND MEANS

The presence of Soviet troops ensured that the island remained part of the cold
war. To the Cuban exiles Castro was the issue, but to the American public and the
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government it was the link to Moscow, symbolized by the presence of troops. As
the policy reviews began in earnest in January the objective was stated as
containing and isolating Cuba and also encouraging “any developments within
Cuba that offer the possibility of divorcing the Cuban Government from its
support of Sino-Soviet Communist purposes or replacing the Government with a
regime which would accomplish this purpose.” New measures proposed would
prohibit shipping in any way tainted with Cuba from access to U.S. ports, extend
the trade embargo throughout Latin America, and nurture dissident groups. This
was too tame for the Pentagon, which put as the highest priority the overthrow of
the “Castro/Communist regime” with all open military support short of outright

invasion.8 There was a self-defeating logic to this. As the experience of four years
of dealing with Castro might have warned, the main effect of economic and
diplomatic measures, and even covert operations, was to increase Castro’s
dependence upon the Soviet Union.

Gordon Chase of the NSC staff pointed out that, having isolated Cuba “from
the free world,” the United States might at some point focus more on the “real

crux of the matter”—“to isolate Cuba from the Soviet bloc.”9 The idea of weaning
Castro away from his Soviet alliance was not preposterous. By the end of the
crisis, evident strains had developed between Moscow and its vulnerable, long-
distance ally. But any moves in this direction were fraught with political danger
because of hostility in the United States to Castro. His own demands after the
crisis, put to Washington via Moscow, were that the United States end the
embargo, subversive activities, violation of airspace, and “piratical” attacks, and

also withdraw from Guantánamo.10 This was a difficult time for America to extend
the hand of friendship. The conditions for a more generous and sympathetic
approach to Cuba were so unripe that any moves in this direction had to be kept
tentative and secret.

Moreover, Castro, although more careful in his rhetoric, had not given up on
fomenting further revolutions in the hemisphere. Kennedy remained anxious that
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another Cuba could suddenly appear elsewhere in Latin America, and he took it
for granted that politically and strategically events in his own neighborhood were
as important as those across the Atlantic or Pacific Oceans, if not more important.
An intelligence estimate just after the missile crisis provided no evidence that
Castro’s efforts to replicate his revolution elsewhere had produced significant
results. His influence was more symbolic than material, relevant because Latin
America was already unstable for reasons of its own—“the product of
fundamental inequities and historic circumstances” rather than “the creation of
Castro and the Soviets.”

The Alliance for Progress represented one means of addressing this problem,
as did Kennedy’s own readiness to visit Latin America and meet with its leaders,
to a degree quite unique among American presidents. But the Alliance was slow to
get off the ground. The problems it addressed were deep-rooted; implementation
was hampered on the U.S. side by bureaucratic inertia and poor understanding of
the societies to be rescued by this means. In Latin America it was obstructed by
local power structures, anxious to protect privileges. Any political movement that
seemed bent on challenging these structures could soon appear dangerously
radical. Kennedy was overly conscious of Castro’s own route to power, and so he
determined to deny others claiming to be non-Marxist democrats the same route.
Thus while pressing the British to hold back on independence for British Guiana to
prevent the radical Cheddi Jagan sweeping to power, he pointed out that once

was enough to be taken in by a communist who first posed as a reformer.11 The
administration worried about any government that failed to be robust enough in
its opposition to Castro or was overzealous in reform, even when democratic and
in such important countries as Argentina and Brazil. This right to interfere in the
affairs of Latin American states was passed from one president to another, but the
cold war and the Cuban example provided a rationale for sticking with some

unsavory regimes while rejecting those with honorable intentions.12

For Kennedy the model regime was that of Venezuela’s Romulo Betancourt.
Betancourt had been elected president in 1959 as a liberal anticommunist. As a
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firm supporter of the Alliance for Progress, he was the Latin American leader to
whom Kennedy felt closest and was the first to get a presidential visit, in
December 1961. He was also the leader the administration considered most
vulnerable to Cuban subversion. This was not only because he represented a
popular alternative to Castroism but also because Venezuela itself was accessible
from Cuba, with a long Caribbean coastline, weak armed forces, a radical student
population infuriated by Betancourt’s moderation, and oil wealth that would make
it an attractive ally. In 1962 the Venezuelan Communist Party decided to support
an armed insurrection. Relations with Castro were vituperative. As a member of
the Security Council during the missile crisis, Venezuela had been a vocal
supporter of the United States.

Betancourt was scheduled to visit Washington in February 1963. Just before he
left, a band of guerrillas seized a Venezuelan cargo ship, apparently with the
intention of taking it to Cuba. The Venezuelan navy was incapable of recapturing
it and asked the U.S. navy to do this for them, but by the time a formal request
was made, the ship had taken refuge in Brazil. When in Washington Betancourt
and Kennedy issued a joint communiqué that referred to the need to resist “the all-
out campaign of the international communists, aided especially by their Cuban
allies, to overthrow the constitutional government.” With elections planned for
December in Venezuela, the Americans were convinced that they needed to help

Betancourt “defeat the continued efforts of Castro to oust him.”13

The presumption that Castro was backing guerrillas in Venezuela led Robert
Kennedy to conclude that there was a need to revive anti-Castro activity. Yet
when Cuba was discussed at the NSC on 13 March he was left frustrated. The
pressure was easing on the president to do something, as the “demands for
military action” had decreased “substantially”; in truth, fewer people were
training in Cuba to be sent out into Latin America to stir up trouble. Rusk was
worried about creating false hopes among the Cuban exiles (who were still split
among themselves) and did not want to take action that might have an adverse

affect on attempts to get Soviet troops out of Cuba.14
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This caution was always calculated to irritate the attorney general, who the
next day sent his brother a “testy memorandum urging new efforts to counter
Cuban-trained operatives in Latin America.” He picked up particularly on a
remark by McCone to the effect that if Castro fell, it was more likely to be to a
military coup than a civilian uprising. Robert wondered whether a coup was really
likely and, if it was, what more could be done to bring it about. Once again he
worried about missing a big opportunity. “I would not like it said a year from now
that we could have had this internal breakup in Cuba but we just did not set the
stage for it.” Schlesinger suggests that the president was unpersuaded. John did
not reply to Robert’s memo, leading the younger brother to wonder whether there

was “merit” in it.15

The reason for the president’s reticence was less indifference than that the
issue had moved on. On 18 March a Cuban refugee group, Alpha 66, mounted
attacks on a Soviet ship and Soviet installations in Cuba. The State Department
immediately issued a statement deploring “hit-and-run attacks on Cuba by splinter
refugee groups.” Kennedy stated publicly that the United States did not support
the groups and that he did not think that they were operating from the United
States. A week later there was a second raid. Unlike previous raids, it caused

serious damage to a Soviet vessel.16 These raids were now complicating relations
with Moscow at a delicate time. It was barely credible for the Americans to insist
that they had nothing to do with the raiders and so were unable to restrain them.
On the other hand, if they did impose restraint, then the accusation domestically
would be one of holding back brave Cuban patriots.

There is no evidence that these groups were actually directed by the CIA,
though the agency might have encouraged them, even to the point of helping
them locate arms. As the groups grew in number and diversity and as weapons
became easier to come by, the CIA found whatever control it had slipping away.
These militants were not disposed to specialize in anything excessively dangerous;
attacks against Soviet ships appeared to be an easy and dramatic option.
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Kennedy, who could see how these activities might have to be curtailed,

complained about the lack of good intelligence.17 The ignorance was confined to
the FBI. McCone acknowledged that the groups were well known in Florida and
Puerto Rico. Their plans were discussed openly; they used U.S. suppliers and
moved in and out of the United States, but generally staged their operations from
the Bahamas.

The raids prompted heavy Soviet protests and promised to cause the
administration considerable embarrassment. Concerned, Rusk wrote directly to

Kennedy,18 leading to him to assemble ExComm for what was its last meeting.19

Only McCone argued against clamping down on “brave men fighting for freedom
of their country.” The consensus view was that the raids would not hurt Castro but
would result in the Russians further building up Cuban capacity. It could generate
a larger crisis as the Cubans and Russians moved outside territorial waters to do
something about it (there had already been one incident on 28 March when a U.S.
private ship was shot at by two Cuban MiG aircraft) and complicate U.S.
surveillance. To pretend that the raids had nothing to with the United States was
simply unbelievable; the administration was bound to be blamed no matter what
it said.

The president’s starting point was that the exile groups were attacking the
wrong targets in the wrong way. He saw the difficulty in enforcing restraint and
so queried whether they could be encouraged to direct their energies against
Cuban rather than Russian targets, “with the result that the raids would draw less
press attention and arouse less acrimony in Moscow.” He observed sarcastically
that, in contrast to real guerrilla activity within Cuba, “these in-and-out raids were
probably exciting and rather pleasant for those who engage in them. They were in
danger for less than an hour.” His brother, the most activist in the administration
when it came to going after Castro, accepted that “we would look ridiculous if the
raids continue and we say we cannot control or prevent them.” As attorney
general, he described measures, including the use of the courts, to cut off supplies
to the exiles and stop the raids. Along with McNamara, he believed that the coast
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guard and the navy between them should be able to cope. Others were not so sure,
but McCone let it be known that “[t]he CIA has means of informing the raiding
groups that they should stop attacks on Soviet shipping or attacks on all
shipping.”

Kennedy wondered why these groups could not carry out their assignments in
Cuba under the guidance of the CIA. The answer was that they knew they would
be caught if put ashore. Even with extensive planning it was difficult to insert
controlled agents. For the moment, therefore, as the attorney general noted, the

decision was “to proceed & work up plan to prevent attacks from continuing.”20

As a first step, a planned air raid about which there was some intelligence was to

be stopped, if necessary by making a public statement.21 On 31 March British and
Bahamian police, working on a tip from the United States, intercepted a boat with
sixteen exiles and one American. Kennedy wrote to Khrushchev promising to deal
with the raiders. The official line was that responsibility for foreign policy could
not be handed to such groups, but soon Kennedy faced criticism for “protecting”

Castro and the Soviet Union.22

A few days later CIA proposals for covert operations began to be discussed.
These were largely propagandistic (such as releasing balloons carrying leaflets or
distributing cartoons carrying sabotage techniques) but also included attacks on
Cuban shipping. These would be designed to cause damage to machinery but not
sinkings, although there was some discussion of limpet mines. Another
controversial issue was the possible distribution of leaflets inciting attacks on
Soviet personnel.

The new head of the covert program, Desmond Fitzgerald, understood that
Kennedy wanted a certain amount of “noise” of this type. His job, in which he
generally succeeded, was to restore Kennedy’s confidence in the CIA. The mood
among more senior policy makers, however, remained highly skeptical, especially
in the light of Mongoose. Resources had been squandered and lives had been lost
to no obvious effect. What was the right level of activity? If nothing was done,
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Castro would strengthen his control and his opponents would be demoralized, yet
the wrong sort of activity could have the same effect. Kennedy did not want the
fire of internal opposition to be quenched, but neither did he want it to burn out
of control, especially if that would prompt immediate demands for an invasion.
The fire had to be dazzling enough to serve as a beacon for anticommunists in
Cuba and throughout Latin America but not so impressive that it could not
credibly be presented as the work of anti-Castro rebels. He wanted at least the
impression that any sabotage attacks were originating from within Cuba, but this
required organization, which took time to develop, and direction, which was hard
to sustain. Richard Helms observed that once the rebel groups were let go, “you
can never be really sure what they will do.” They might attack the wrong type of
targets at the wrong time—but the CIA would still be assumed to be responsible.
Further, McCone had little regard for the effectiveness of Cuban agents and

presumed that they would talk if captured.23

Work on assassination attempts resumed. When Harvey left he apparently
terminated his Mafia connections. Fitzgerald, more fascinated by technical
wizardry, considered a variety of ruses to connect explosives or toxic substances to
Castro’s person. All of these schemes were obviously flawed and none was taken
very far. Helms knew what was going on, but it is almost certain that McCone did
not, and if he had, he would have disapproved. The only actual effort of this
period was initiated by Rolanda Cubela Secandes, a CIA contact in the Cuban
leadership who had been reporting since early 1961 on the internal workings of
the regime. His usefulness was such that he had been encouraged to stay in place
rather than defect. In the fall of 1963 he expressed interest in a coup, and possibly
assassination in the process. He wanted evidence of proper support from the
United States and so, against the rules, Fitzgerald went to meet him, offering
himself as the personal representative of Robert Kennedy, although the attorney
general was not informed of this. The Cuban asked for a high-powered rifle to set
off the coup. As such a weapon would have unavoidably implicated the United
States, he was given a cache of arms and a ballpoint pen rigged with a
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hypodermic needle (which left him unimpressed). This was being handed over on

the day Kennedy was killed.24

FIRST CONTACTS

With the covert program so halfhearted, one option was to cut losses and reach
some sort of accommodation with Castro. Official contact between the two
governments was not wholly absent. There had been one encounter in Uruguay
between Richard Goodwin and Che Guevara in August 1961 during which Che had
left little doubt that the regime intended to continue with a socialist revolution but
was nonetheless interested in some sort of modus vivendi. Goodwin argued for
keeping up pressure on Cuba, even while attempting to find some way of
continuing the “below ground dialogue” to encourage a severance of all ties with
the Soviet Union and democratic elections in Cuba. There is some indication that
the president was interested in this; the CIA was asked to find a way of
conducting the dialogue, but little happened. The policy was to deny the regime

any legitimacy.25 Nonetheless, Goodwin persisted with the view that a “moderate
and face-saving” approach to Castro might split him off from the true

communists.26

A dialogue did begin on the subject of the 1,189 members of the rebel brigade
taken prisoner by Cuban forces at the Bay of Pigs. The fate of these men touched
Kennedy’s conscience. Aware of this, Castro had almost immediately offered after
the fiasco, possibly as a diplomatic bait, to release the prisoners in exchange for
five hundred bulldozers. This effort ended after the Vienna summit with
recriminations all around. In March 1962 the prisoners were brought to trial, and
it was feared that they would be shot. Robert Kennedy, on his own initiative, tried

to put together a food-for-prisoners deal.27 In April the effort bore some fruit when
sixty of the weakest men were released by Castro in the expectation of a down
payment—which then proved difficult to organize, as the idea of paying ransom
to Castro was anathema.
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The president then asked James Donovan, former general counsel to the Office
of Strategic Services (OSS) and an experienced negotiator, to take over the
discussions. He contacted Castro, but efforts to close a deal then got caught up
with the anxieties over Soviet arms shipments. It did not seem an opportune
moment to hand over millions of dollars to Cuba. After the missile crisis ended, the
negotiations were reinstated and Donovan made sufficient progress for a proposal
to be developed that offered $53 million in pharmaceuticals and food in return for
the remaining prisoners. With the Cuban exile groups themselves desperate to
extract their people, it was possible to obtain the ransom from private donations
and help from drug companies. The men were home for Christmas.

Bundy, the senior official most interested in a rapprochement, saw in this
contact an opportunity. He mentioned to Kennedy an invitation for Donovan to
return to Cuba in connection with a proposal “to intensify our investigation of
ways and means of communicating with possibly dissident members of the Castro
regime, perhaps including even Fidel himself.” Donovan returned to Cuba now
seeking to get Americans out of Cuban prisons, even though a number were CIA
agents. Castro agreed to release them after a short “rehabilitation period.” In the
course of their discussions Donovan told Castro directly that his problems lay in
his dependence upon Moscow, and got a grunt in reply. A more positive
indication came from Dr. René Vallejo, Castro’s physician and friend, who had
acted as interpreter. Vallejo was more idealist than communist, and he was
anxious to be on friendlier terms with the United States, having done his medical
training in Boston and served with the U.S. Army. He broached the possibility of
reestablishing diplomatic relations.

Castro asked Donovan to return, inadvertently establishing a line of
communication with a man close to the CIA. Kennedy was intrigued and

apparently ready to compromise.28 He agreed that Donovan should not raise
policy issues prior to getting prisoners released, in case Castro recognized that he
had some leverage. However, when it was also suggested that Donovan might
identify two conditions to Castro—ending ties to the “Sino-Soviet bloc” and
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noninterference in regional affairs—Kennedy’s response was to play down the
first condition, on the grounds that it would be difficult for Castro to fulfill. In
addition, he wanted Donovan briefed on possible “flies to dangle in front of

Castro.”29

Donovan returned in April and spent some time with Castro, with whom he
had now established a rapport sufficient for him to challenge stereotypes of an
unwashed and psychotic brigand. Donovan found Castro unsure about the Soviet
Union and ready to consider mending fences. He raised the question of how
diplomatic relations might be revived, and received the standard reply: “[L]ike
porcupines make love—very carefully.” Donovan explained that at the very least
Castro must not meddle in the affairs of other countries. Vallejo suggested that
Castro wanted to move in this direction but was held back by others in the
leadership.

Donovan returned to Washington on 10 April with the good news that the
Americans would be released on 22 April, so long as Red Cross deliveries came to
Cuba. When the CIA debriefed him, he reported Vallejo’s opinion that Castro
feared chaos if procommunists rebelled but was determined that Cuba would never
become a Soviet satellite. He also conveyed Castro’s claim that his influence in
Latin America was a result of the Cuban example rather than the export of
subversion. Not only was Robert interested in the possibility of doing “business

with that fellow,” but McCone was also enthusiastic.30 The normally hawkish
director of central intelligence observed that Castro’s talk with Donovan had been
“mild in nature, conciliatory and reasonably frank.” The encounter with Vallejo
was of greater significance. He raised the possibility of

working on Castro with the objective of disenchanting him with his Soviet
relations causing him to break relations with Khrushchev, to effect the
removal of Soviet troops from Cuba, reorient his policies with respect to
Latin America, and establish in Cuba government satisfactory to the rest
of the Hemisphere.
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McCone was not even sure whether this might be a better way to solve the Cuban
problem than continued pressure to get Khrushchev to remove his troops and then
cause Castro’s downfall. Typically, Kennedy saw no need to choose; both tracks
could be developed for the moment and even followed simultaneously. Donovan
was to return to Cuba on 22 April to oversee the release of the prisoners and keep
open line of communication. While this was going on a proposed sabotage
operation was postponed.

Bundy took the opportunity to push for a policy shift. A paper circulated on 21
April for the Standing Group (the successor to ExComm) kept the established
policy framework but considered new directions. One—forcing “a non-communist
solution in Cuba by all necessary means”—required “a willingness to use military
force to invade Cuba,” while another—“major but limited ends”—required a
blockade. In neither case was there a large role for covert operations. The third
option—some form of accommodation—grew in attraction by comparison with
the other two. It would have political and economic advantages.

The State Department poured cold water on the idea. Edward Martin thought
it unlikely that Castro could be persuaded to defect from the Soviet bloc or that
Congress would allow the sort of economic package that would encourage him to
do so. This was the Standing Group’s consensus position, although they allowed
that the Donovan contact could continue as a separate track. McCone, however,
was now cooling rapidly, as intelligence sources reported that Castro and
Khrushchev were patching up their differences. Castro may have toned down his
“inflammatory appeals for violent revolutions,” but he was still promoting

insurgencies, notably in Venezuela.31

The Donovan initiative had not yet entirely run out of steam. At Donovan’s
suggestion, Castro granted an extensive interview to Lisa Howard of ABC. She
concluded that he was interested in a rapprochement, largely for economic
reasons, and saw restrictions on exile raids as a positive sign. His government,
however, was split on the matter, with his brother Raul (whose communist
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sympathies were deeply embedded) and Che Guevara opposed. For reasons, the
CIA supposed, of Latin pride, any initiative would have to come from Kennedy.
When ABC, worried that transmission of an interview generally hostile to the
United States would appear unpatriotic, sent Edwin Martin a transcript a week in
advance, he objected that it would strengthen opponents of U.S. policy (“‘peace’
groups, ‘liberal’ thinkers, Commies, fellow travelers, and opportunistic political

opponents”) and encourage others in Latin America to relax their guard.32

McCone let it be known that rapprochement was a remote possibility, not
deserving of any active steps, and was to be discussed only in the most exclusive
circles. His main aim was to draw Cuba out of the Soviet bloc, and this seemed less
likely than ever, as at the end of the month Castro had suddenly surfaced in
Moscow, where he made himself welcome for a month. McCone later observed
that he was sure that Khrushchev had inspired this visit to “forestall any effort by

the U.S. to negotiate with Castro.”33

Khrushchev had anticipated the danger. The immediate postcrisis relations had
been poor, as the Soviet leader saw Castro less as a romantic revolutionary and
more as a dangerous ally, combustible and unpredictable. The Cubans felt they
had been used by Khrushchev to no good purpose, taking unnecessary risks for the
socialist cause, girding themselves to die for this cause, and then watching the
Russians meekly take their missiles home again. Yet after initially expressing his
irritation with Castro for not appreciating the full risks of war, Khrushchev
realized that he had better adopt a more conciliatory approach. He had made a
substantial investment, and he needed Castro’s cooperation to bring the crisis to
closure. This was the reason for Mikoyan’s trip to Havana in November. In
January Khrushchev sent a long letter to Castro that went some way toward
mollifying the Cuban leader. During his month-long visit to Moscow Castro was
given as earnests of Soviet friendship “vodka, bear hugs, a visit to the super-secret
silo of intercontinental ballistic missiles, and more billions of rubles from Soviet

state coffers.”34 The framework for a peace initiative had now been transformed.
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Castro might still have reason to reach a modus vivendi with the United States.
Khrushchev was becoming an enthusiast for peaceful coexistence all around. But
internally Castro was more committed than ever to a socialist path. Another
disastrous sugar crop had made him even more dependent on Soviet aid.
Furthermore, although Khrushchev had been warned by Harriman that the
existence of Soviet troops in Cuba was giving the president “a great deal of
difficulty keeping the country quiet on Cuba,” he was only prepared to offer (in a
letter to Kennedy) further troop withdrawals according to the “pace at which the

atmosphere in the region of the Caribbean Sea will be normalized.”35

A State Department paper in June acknowledged that Castro’s new-found
commitment to peaceful coexistence allowed in principle for “normal” relations
with the United States. Having denied engaging in subversive activities, the
United States would have no problem renouncing them. If the United States ended
its harassment of Cuba, thereby supporting its economic recovery, then Castro
might end military links with the Soviet Union and regional subversion, and
compensate for seized properties. The State Department presumed that Castro
needed a deal more than the United States did, and went on to explain why it
should not be pursued. Any agreement would be with one man, who might not last
and whose word could not be trusted; by definition, covert subversion could not be
monitored; Castro’s survival would set a precedent in the Americas and encourage
other communists; if Latin American countries became complacent, they would
become more vulnerable to a takeover, prompting capital flight and the crumbling
of the Alliance for Progress; with Castro strengthened, his elimination would be
more difficult; and regardless, Congress would never approve the economic

legislation required and the exiles in the United States could become riotous.36 Not
a lot of support here for an American initiative.
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